Performance™ Series
Electronic Air Cleaner

Keep Your Air Cleaner and Fresher All Year Round

Filter Your Air for Better Indoor Air Quality

Indoor Comfort
and Cleaner Air
Carrier specializes in creating
a customized home comfort
system tailored to your needs
with our broad selection of
residential heating and
cooling products. Your
Carrier® dealer can help you
choose the best system for
your home including Carrierexclusive features that further
enhance your indoor
environment.
● With tighter construction
of today’s homes, even
the cleanest homes can
harbor dust, dirt, pollen,
pet dander, mold and
other airborne
contaminants.
● These airborne pollutants
can be circulated
throughout your home
by the heating and air
conditioning system,
potentially causing flareups of allergy or asthma
symptoms for the
occupants of the home.
● Carrier’s electronic air
cleaner is specifically
designed to filter out a
large percentage of these
airborne particulates,
helping to keep your air
cleaner and fresher all
year round.
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The Electronic Air Filtration System removes up to 68% of the dust and pollutants from
your indoor air.

1

The air in your home prior to filtration is
loaded with contaminants.

2 Larger particles are removed by the
aluminum mesh pre-filter.

3

The smaller particles pass through the
pre-filter to the ionizing section where they
receive an electrical charge.

4 These "charged" particles are then
attracted like magnets to rows of grounded
plates. (They remain on the plates until
they are washed away during cleaning.)

5 The cleaned air is channeled to your
indoor coil or furnace where it is cooled
or heated and then distributed into
your home.

6 Carrier thermostats have a clean filter
indicator that is based on operating time
to remind you to clean your air cleaner.
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5

Capturing Indoor Air Contaminants

Efficiency

When your Carrier system is equipped with an electronic air cleaner, your indoor air
passes through the charged cells of the air cleaner before it circulates throughout
your home.

For about the cost of
operating a 40-watt light
bulb, you can improve the
indoor air quality in your
home. The Carrier
electronic air cleaner
operates with a very low
static “pressure drop”, which
helps reduce unit and
system operating cost.

● The Carrier electronic air cleaner can capture particles like household dust,
bacteria, mold, smoke, pollen, pet dander, lint, and other allergens. Typical one-inch
fiberglass filters capture only a small percentage of the largest airborne particles.
● Carrier electronic air cleaners are designed to work seamlessly with Carrier heating
and cooling systems. The cells can be washed and reused, eliminating the need to
purchase replacement filters, reducing landfill waste.
● Cleaning your electronic air cleaner cells regularly is very important. Your cells
should be cleaned every three months, or more often if needed.

“Pressure Drop” is airflow
resistance. A heating and
air conditioning system is
designed to operate with a
certain amount of air being
circulated through it. If this
airflow is not maintained,
the system will not operate
efficiently. Many highefficiency filters have a
high-pressure drop,
restricting the proper
amount of air circulating
through the system. Quality
air filters will have this
“pressure drop rating” listed
in their filter literature.

Size Comparison in Microns†
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†This chart is intended to provide
information on particle size only,
not air cleaner performance.

Continuous Fan Operation
For optimal comfort and air cleaning, operate your heating and air conditioning
system in the continuous fan or “fan on” mode. In this mode, the blower stays on
even when there is no heating or cooling required. The air in your home is continually
circulated and cleaned, keeping the temperature in your home more consistent from
room to room.

Limited Warranty
To the original owner, the Carrier® Performance™ Series Electronic Air Cleaner is
covered by a five-year parts limited warranty. Ask your Carrier dealer about optional
extended warranties, which may include labor. See warranty certificate at carrier.com
for complete details.
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Turn to the Experts
Willis Carrier invented air conditioning in 1902. Over 100 years later, we’re proud to say Carrier® systems are trusted in more
homes than any other brand.
Carrier continues to be on the forefront of innovative engineering and unsurpassed standards of excellence. So when
choosing a home comfort system, you’ll want to turn to the experts. Your Carrier dealer will evaluate your home, such as
window placement and size, ductwork, other structural specifics and lifestyle to provide a customized indoor comfort plan
designed specifically for you. And when you have an expert helping you make an educated decision, you’re going to feel
more comfortable.

www.carrier.com

1-800-CARRIER

A member of the United Technologies Corporation family.
Stock Symbol UTX.
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Manufacturer reserves the right to discontinue, or change at any time, specifications or designs without
notice or without incurring obligations.

Always look for these symbols. These
are seals of certified performance,
efficiency and capacity.

